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COURSE OVERVIEW l
• lntroduce the fundamentals of power electronics l• Motivation for the topic: Why is it of growing limportance and concern? l• A whirlwind tour of power electronic methods and lcircuits l• Ovenriew of applications and their circuits l• Special focus on circuits for electric drives l• Power electronics and powerquality•
Bench demonstrations l
M u
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POWER ELECTRONICS FUNDAMENTALS 1• Electrical engineering paradox: people do not use 1electricity.
1• They use heat, light, motion, information, and the like. l• Energy conversion is our business. 1• Electricity comes in many forms: dc, ac, voltages, lfrequencies, phases. l• The best forms for generation, transmission, 1distribution, and end use all dilfer.
1 1
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l• Conversion of electrical energy among its various I
forms is a key technological issue. I
I
• Typical user example: sinusoidal ac supply, low- I
voltage dc need, e.g.: I
Convert 120V ac, RMS, 60Hz to about 15V dc for a 1load. I
• This can’t be done with a linear circuit. Why not? i
——> Input and output must differ in frequency. 1
l
l
l
l
I
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THE NEED FOR NONLINEAR CIRCUITS i• In the example, the input is a single harmonic, or lFourier component. l
l• Linear circuits cannot create Fourier components, but ionly amplify or attenuate existing ones. i
l• Power supplies and other converters must always be inonüneah ,
l• Given high voltages and currents, we expect large l, signal nonlinear systems.
i
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• The basic diode-capacitor power supply: iLp
+"
l
l
iii > O unless Vin < Vnni ll• Circuit configurations: Ö
1. ii, > O, diode on. Vnni must equal Vin. Capacitor lcurrent must be such that Vnni = Vin. i
2. Vin < Vniii, diode oh'. Vnni decaysexponentiallya cordingto R—C time constant. i
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Vnni contains: i
i
Ö A dc (average) component
i
• ac ripple at the frequency of Vin i
6 A
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The output (ripple) waveform is approximately Itriangular if C is large: )
~I\J'&1&r\: 1/,,,,,-
I
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I• This triangular waveform is easy to analyze: I(1) Its peak is the peak of V„„. I(2) Its frequency is the ripple frequency. I(3) When the diode is off, the voltage falls. I
I
I
I• Over short times, with RC large,
e°"“°
¤ 1 - t/RC
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• The peak—to-peak ripple can thus be estimated T
(consenzatively) as T
T
Vpeak
—
Vpeak 9
T-Tl RC E Avout T
T
where T = „ the waveform period. TO So T
T T TAvout z Vpeak _ Vpeak (1 _ = Vpeak T
• The output current Tom ¤ vpeak/Fi. This Ieads to a famous Tresuh TIAV x out TOut f ripple C T
T
T
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• Numerical Example:
WA transformer steps 120 Vac RMS down to 12.6 Vac.This powers a half-wave rectitier. The attached loaddraws 10 A. Find C to limit ripple to 1% of Vw,.
——> V,„ = 12.6 V HMS gives peak 1/-212.6 = 17.8 V === VOU, W
—> Limit ripple to 0.178 V
Avout = -19- S 0.178, C 2 0.935F6OC
——> C must be almost 1 F. A fulI—wave rectifier woulddrop this in half. W9
• What about the diode current? “
- The diode is not on when Vin < Vnni, that is, whenVin < 0.99 Vnnnk.
i- This is true except for a 375ps window near thepeak value.— During this time, ii, reaches beyond 800 A! i
„„ ip This spike brings
poor input power ifactor, and noise.
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SECOND EXAMPLE Ä• Could use an amplifier to perform power conversion. Ä• Any desired waveform could be obtained from DC Äinput )• Broadest types (class A and B) do not have good lefficiency. Ä• Class C is efficient, but not flexible. Ä Ä
• These circuits provide a multiplication function, Äperhaps of a signal and a voltage source. l
ltt l
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1SWITCHING CONVERSION SYSTEMS {
• Given a source and load with diitering requirements, {
oonversion is needed in between: {
1
l
1
l
1
l Any energy consumed by {hö COnvöI’{öl’ is ].Q§l. {
• Fteliability of electrical supply is determined by {
converter reliability and source reliability. {
1
12 l
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I— —> Elticienc and reliabilit are key concerns in power ICOIWVGVSIOH |"l€tWO|’kS.
I
I——> As we’ve seen, these are large signal nonlinear Inetworks. I
I• Some possible parts for lossless conversion: I
I
- Storage elements, L & C (- Transformers I— Gyrators (IOU, = kV,„, Vom =lm/k)—
Switches (V = O on, I = O olf) I
I• Switches are the major element here. I
I
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l. . . l• Power electronics us often equated with the study ot Tswitching power conversion circuits. T
l• The general power electronic system:
T
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AND DEVICES W
l• A 2N2222A bipolar transistor has ratings of 50 V, 0.8 lA, 0.5 W. l
- For conventional electronic design, we would pay W1 close attention to the power limit. 1
l
- As a switch, this device can handle 0.8 A and lblock up to 50 V. It can control 40 W. ,
l— In power electronics, this is a 40 W device. l
l
l
l
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1• An IRF 350 field-effect transistor is rated 400 V, 15 A, 1
150 W. In power electronics, this is a 6 kW device, 1
substantial enough to control a home appliance. 1
• A 2N6508 thyristor can control up to 600 V at 25 A, or 115 kW. 1
• A D5 transistor can control up to 500 A and 500 V, or 1250 kW. 1
1• Thyristors and diodes with ratings beyond 5000 A and 1
5000 V exist. They can control 2.5 MW of flow. 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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V V• These capabilities make direct processing of electrical Venergy through semiconductor circuits feasible. V• Efficiencies can be high. Most converters for more Vthan a few kilowatts readily exceed 95%. V• Converter efficiency usually depends inversely on Vvoltage. 5 V supplies are not often more than 80% Vefficient. V
V
V
V
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1• Reliability continues to be a major focus 1
- Power supply manufacturers now routinely achieve 1100,000 hours between failures. 1
1— Some vendors claim 1,000,000 MTBF. 11 1• Full use of semiconductors links efficiency and 1reliability. 1
1— e.g. The IRF 350, at 400 V, 15 A, 150 W, 1controlling 6000 W. Efficiency must exceed 97.5% 1to avoid excess loss. 11
. 1- Small problems can bring catastrophe. 1
1
1
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\. lDEFINITION (mine) l
l
Power electronics involves the study of electronic circuits lintended to control electric power at levels far abovethedevicratings. „
l• In a switching power converter, a semiconductor might leasily manipulate the flow of 50 times its rated power. . l
l
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UNDERLYING CONCEPTS l
• Specilying conversion needs T• Regulation T• The wall supply
l• Switching converter concepts
l
l
l
l
l
l
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lGENERAL SPECIFICATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS l• From the basic information and system configuration, 1we can guess that a power converter designer needs lto know: l
l
- something about the energy source (e.g. voltage, 1TTBQUGTICY, VEÜBÜOTI, 1IT]p€C13I”]C€, etc.)
1
- something about the load (e.g. voltage,fr quency,power
needs, allowed tolerances) l• There is no generic power converter.
1
l
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l. l• Since converters are nonlinear, they create both lwanted and unwanted Fourier harmonics. l
l• Areal converter cannot be perfect. Designers, users, land energy suppliers need to be realistic about ltolerances. l
l
l
l
a lS l
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OTHER GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 3• Protection, both at input and at output l
• Volume, shape, cost, manufacturing 3• Interaction with other circuits (power supply as a
3
l
system component) l• Isolation between source and load r 3• Conformance to standards and codes l
l
l
l23 l
l
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OUTPUT NEEDS AT THE LOAD i
lA typical electronic circuit requires a dc voltage source of
high quality. Less common is the need for a current i
source, or the need for special ac sources. 1
Common requirements: l
• A specific dc level, with tolerance, e.g. 5 V x 1%. W
l• A maximum allowed ac content (ripple). 1• Some range of allowed output power levels (e.g. 10- 1200 W).
1
l1 24 1
l
• Specific protection requirements if a short circuito pen
circuit appears at the output. l
• Tolerance on behavior as the loadchanges.•
Output impedance (ideallyzero).•
Time response to output changes. )
• Recovery from protectionsituati ns.•
Heat protection.I
l
25l
6
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mpur Nr-sans l
l• lt is desirable that a power supply be insensitive to l
changes at the input. l
l• Fortunately, in most cases the input source is well l
known, so that wide safety margins are easy to l
achieve. l
l• It should be obvious that the source must supply l
enough energy for the load and for any needs of the lpOW€l' COFIVGFIGT. SOITIG other issues:l
‘
l
l
l
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• The nature of the source (ac or dc, current orvoüage?) i
• Source tolerance, e.g. 117 V+10%/- 5%•
Source power capability
• Ability of the source to handle harmonics
• Effects of source changes on output
• Protection
27 Ä
WSome more advanced needs:• Power factor and power factor correction for source. W• Characteristics of source disturbances.
• Mu|ti—source capabilities.
• Source frequency range.
W
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REGULATION V
• The effect of external changes on a converter output. l• "Load regulationz" The effect of load currentch ngeson
the output.
V 1 ‘V 1111- Typical measure is >«100%Voul(
full load)
- This is % regulatlon, familiar from powertransformers. Zero is ideal. i— Another measure: 2/Eil l"’¤~# full load
- "Relative regulation:"
29 l
• "Line regulation:" The effect of input source changes Won the output level.
0V- Typical measure ——i"!?W
Waw" rated
0V V—-gfxg X 100%— Fiated or per-unit measure Ö lt! in
W— Sometimes expressed in decibels (recall that, forvoltage, dB = 20 logm (V,/\/2).)• Some other regulation issues: W— Thermal regulation BVOU,/0T- Dritt GVOU,/öt
30
lRELATED ISSUES
• Feedthrough: The effect of a small noise signal,
injected at the input, on the output.
• Flipple: The residual ac content of an intended dc
output.-
Flipple factors:
RMS__r Z RMS va/ue of acdc
valuePEAKZr Z peak —to —-peak acdc value
— Ripple tends to have a dominant frequency.
Sometimes this value or a band is specified.
31
CROSS REGULATION
In supplies with several outputs, the load on oneoutput
might affect other output levels. This is "oross regulation."
For example:
Voutl * Vout 2 * Rload 1* Rload
2Crossregulation, 1 to 2 is dvou,2/dR1.
Again, a variety of measures can be defined.
32
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lTOTAL REGULATION l
lln many modern power supplies, a "total regulation" is lspecified. This is usually, in effect, the output tolerance: l
l
Total Regulation —> the worst-case amount by which l
the output level will change, l
owing to all causes, when the l
source and load are within l
allowed limits. Usually given l
exclusive of ripple. l
l
l
l
l
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VTHE AC UTILITY SUPPLY V
V• Voltages and frequencies in the modern electric power Vsystem have been chosen for convenience
ingenerationand distribution. When Ioads consist V
mainly of incandescent Iamps and motors, these are Valso convenient to use. V• Convenience does not extend to use in power Vsupplies. Some typically important characteristics of Velectric power system in North America: V
V
V
VV V34 V
• Frequency: 60 Hz, with tolerances normally measured 1in parts per million. 1
• Voltage: Typical domestic level assumed to be 117 V 1+10%/-15%. 1
• Up to 15 A available at a conventional single-phase 1outlet. 1
• Power capability depends strongly on power factor if 1more than 1000 W is desired at input. l
• Three-phase exists at many voltage levels. 1
ss
l
Few speoifioations on'•
Availability.•
Dropouts (interruptions up to a fewoyoles).•
Spikes and surges (short—term transients beyond rated i
limits). . (
• Distortion (no guarantee of sinusoidalsignal).•
International supply levels (growing world markets i
makes this a major issue). (
Ä
»
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—> Designers of component power supplies often seek to 1allow a tremendous input range. Many manufacturers 1are advocating "universal input" supplies. 1
Typical "universal input" specifications: 1
VD: 85 VDMC to 270 VDMC, 47 to 440 Hz, or 100 VDC to 1340 VDC, 1% line regulation. 1
Vom: 1 1% load regulation, ripple 0.3% RMS and 2% 1peak-to-peak. 1
37
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I-IoI.o-uI¤TIME•
Most power converters store a small amount of [
energy. They can supply a load briefly if the source 1drops out. [
• Hold-up time is the time between loss of source
andout-of-specoutput. [
• Power converters intended as power supplies benefit [
from hold-up times of 10 ms ors .•
Hold-up times beyond perhaps 0.1 s often require an [
alternate source (e.g. battery).
38 3T [
REGULATION NOTE 1
An idealized example to remind us of one issue in lregulation: 1
. Given: A perfect converter produces fixed output of 1+5V with zero total regulation and zero ripple. r
This device provides up to 200 W of power to a 1
resistive load. The load is connected through 1 m of 1#18 AWG copper wire. 1
—> What load regulation will be measured at the source? 1
l
l39 1
l
1
1
Solution: If Pw, = 0, Vw, = 5 V. #18 wire has resistance 1of about 0.020/m. When PDU, = 200 W, the 1load voltage will be 5-40(0.02) = 4.2 V. 1
1
% Regulation is 5-4.2/4.2 x 100% = 19% 1
1
Compare this to the 0.1% regulation specified for typical 1power supplies today! 1
11
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1
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THE SWITCH MATRIX I
• Recall the general power electronic system from Ibefore: IP0wE£ I
E Llicrraowlc I
C IQCU l T I
Cvrof/don, I• A switch network can be organzed in matrix fashion. I
Given m input lines and n output lines, at most one I
switch is needed between each input—output pair: I
Wi I
INPUTS I WI x rl SWlT¢‘"‘E·‘» IAT Mvsr I
I n 0c/·VPu·rs 41 I
I
I
I
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l
l• The operation of a physical switch matrix can be 1represented in mathematical form with a switch state 1
matrix, S(t). l
l• This matrix has m rows and n columns, with m><n 1entries. 1• Each entry is called a switching function, q(t) or h(t). 1A switching function is digital: l
_ 1 when the corresponding switch is on Tq Owhen it is off 1
l
• Switching functions combine with standard circuit 1theory to represent power converter behavior. 1
l
l
l
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SOURCE C+DNNECTION 4g l• ln practice, a user seeks ideal sources for electric lpOW€|‘ supply. l
l• A switch matrix will normally be used to control power l
flow between an input source and an output source. l
• Kirchoff’s voltage and current laws impose operating 4restrictions on a switch matrix. ,— Unlike voltage sources cannot be connected.
l
Suivcrl Mus? l
Vi
l
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l
l
— Unlike current sources cannot be connected. l
(GM/llrv lI IZ‘ l T @_g12.ää2~ l
l• In power electronic circuits, we can try to violate KVL land KCL. «• The violation will never succeed, and damage often loccurs if we attempt it. l• We should think of K\/L and KCL as operating con- lstraints to be reckoned with, instead of purely ltheoretical laws.
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ENERGY, POWER FACTOR IN V
NONLINEAR CIRCUITS V
V• As in any power circuits, power electronics will be V
concerned with instantaneous power and with energy V
flow over time. V
V• Average power is a key consideration. V
V• The voltages and currents will not be sinusoidal, V
although they are usually periodio. V
• Given a source (or load) with some periodic i(t) and Vv(t), the instantaneous and average powers are V
Fg) :. V
° V
V 45
E
V
V
V
V
[
• The current and voltage, if periodic, can be written in [
Fourier series form, as
[
v(t) = eo + Zancos(not) + bnsin(m„>t) [
n=1
i(t) = do + Zdmcos(m.>t) + emsin(m.>t) [
m=1
l+T t+T
2
[
_ _1 __1 „ __ TI
t+T t+T [
an = §[v(s)cos(ns)ds, bn -= §[v(s)sin(ns)o's [r r
46 [
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TÖ WG CHI'] also C0|Tl|I)Ut€ the HVGTHQG pOW€I’ TTITGQTBT TTOITI Tthese series. The results show that: T
T T— The average power for a given periodic i(t) and v(t) TT is the sum of average powers contributed by each Tset of frequency COlTlpOl'\€l“lTS. T
— Average power is nonzero only when the voltage Tfrequency and the current frequency match.
— Thus, T
°° T
Pave TVn(rms) T Tln(rms) TCOS(nVn
_ [ln) Tnz T
T
T T
47 TT T
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KEY POINTS ABOUT POWER IN NONLINEAR CASE l
• In a converter, we want energy transfer to (or from) the V
output. Thus PM ¢ 0 . l
• Only voltage and current components of equal fre- V
quency contribute toPM.•
Example from the earlier half-wave rectifier: l
LA \/J+ 0 T [ L"I—«
D lll [lll l
Only the Fourier component of ID at 60 Hz contributes A
to the average power flow. l
48 3
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T
• At each frequency, we have real power P„(a„,,) and
reactive power N
Qn(ave) Z NVn(rms) N Nln(rms) N Sin(ÄVn
— [ln)
N
• In an actual system, it is important to recognize that
there is a total real power, which is the sum over all N
frequencies. In practice, the usual intent is to have
just one frequency (e.g. 60 Hz or 0 Hz) contribute to Nthe real power flow. . .
• There is also a total RMS voltage and current. The Nproduct of these is defined as apparent power,
S = Vrmslrms N
. 49
• The total reactive power cannot be computed simply
by adding up the contributions for each frequency.y lnstead, define the difference
jl — P;.
as the total reactive power Q.
• For convenience, this total amount is often split up as
Q..,..., = Q,. + QD, where Q.. is the disp/acementreactive
power, or just the familiar reactive power associated
l with the fundamental frequency. QD is distortionpower. T
• The symbol D has sometimes been used for distortion
power.
T TTTTTTw
• This definition of reactive power is not universally 1
accepted, although the definitions of S and P are well l
covered by standards and general agreement. i
T l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
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l
l
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A FURTHER LOOK AT REACTIVEPOWER•
PM is the actual energy flow to be used by thelo d.•
Q is the additional stored instantaneous power which l
must be supplied from the source. Ideally, Q=O, since lit does not contribute to useful work. „
l• If Q¢O, then S¢P, and the source must provide extra lcurrent or voltage. „
l• Power Factor (pl) is normally defined as lP lf : BVGp v.../... l‘ l
52 l
l
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A typical rule of thumb in utility systems is to keep pf lgreater than about 0.8. l
l• This rule was developed before power electronic 3
circuits became common. lt ignores distortion power. 3• Distortion power can raise havoc in a utility network. 3lt causes interference, noise, and generally degrades 3system operation. 3
• There are standards under discussion which will limit 3distortion power drawn by user equipment. l
l• At a single frequency, Q can be diminished through lstraightlorward passive power factor correction. l
l
ss 3
l
l
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l
l• Elimination of distortion power is more difficult, lalthough recently some clever switching techniques lhave been introduced. l
l• A measure of the harmonic effects is needed. One lsuch measure is the Total Harmonic Distortion (THD): l
l
frgms
l
Ü(rms)•
This is zero when no non—fundamental harmonics are lpresent, but has no upper limit when harmonics exist. l
l
l
t l
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l
• Example: Consider a square wave at 60 Hz with peakvalue of 120 V. What is the THD of this waveform? N
This waveform has the Fourier series N
sq(f) = 120é}; cos(n2rr60f)
1-In-:1 n
N
The RMS value is 120 V, while the RMS value of
thefundamentalis 120 (4/11)/if2 = 108 V. The THD is thus N
2 _ 2—-——-—— = 0.483, 6r 48.3% N108 N55
i
• Perhaps this square wave represents current drawnfrom a sinusoidal voltage at 120 VRMS, with the squarewave and the sine wave in phase. What are theaverage power, the apparent power, and the powerfactor, respectively?
Apparent power is VHMSIRMS = 120><120 = 14400 VA
Average power is only contributed by the onefrequency term in voltage and current whichmatches -— the fundamental. Pave = 120><108 =12960 W.
Power factor is 12960/1 4400 = 0.9, with all reactivepower contributed by the higher current harmonics.
56
SOME PARTING COMMENTS ON
UNDERLYING CONCEPTS l
• Power electronic systems usually include filters to javoid imposing harmonics on the source or the load.
• The switch matrix concept is very general, although lsome converters must be represented with two orthree matrices. j
• We have two major design problems: j— Choose devices to go into the switch matrix (a"hardware" problem).— Operate those devices so that a desired conversion lfunction is obtained (a "software" problem).
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l
l
l• Harmonics are an unavoidable aspect of power lelectronic circuits. l• Familiar concepts such as power factor still apply, but lthe effect of other frequency terms must be lconsidered. l
l• We will examine the basic hardware issues first. ,
l
l
l
l
l
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TPOWERELECTRONIC COMPONENTS l
l• The early history of power conversion is dominated by j
several rectifier technologies, ultimately leading to the lmercury arc tube. I l
• Modern power electronics is feasible because of the l
tremendous advances in semiconductor devices. j
l• The major devices used as power switches will be j
reviewed briefly. They include: l— Rectifier diodes l— Transistors, bipolar and field effect j— Thyristors, primarily the SCR and close relatives l— Many newer devices are combinations of these j
l
se l
l
l
l
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GENERAL SWITCH CONSIDERATIONS l
y
• Basic ratings: carrying current, blocking voltage. l
• Speed. Any real device requires a definite time to lswitch. l• Second-order ratings: di/dt, dv/dt, momentary capa- lbilities. l• Power loss and thermal ratings.
l• Control ratings: how t/oroperate the switch. l
l. : lcomiaor 60 l
l• A real switch exhibits three operating states: l
l— On state, characterized by a large current and a lsmall residual voltage drop V,eS,d. 1
l— Off state, characterized by a large voltage and a lsmall leakage current lm,. 1
l— Commutation, the transitions between on and off lconditions. 1
l• Power is lost owing to Vmidlon, VO„l,eS,d, and the V-l lproduct during commutation. The power loss 1
depends on the amount of time spent in each ot these lstates. l
l
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1
1• Typical residual voltages in power semiconductors are 1
roughly 1 V. 1
• Typical residual currents in power semiconductors are 1
roughly 1 mA. 1
1• To give a perspective, consider a switch in a 120 V, 110 A converter. Energy is lost during the on state at 1
the rate of 1 V >< 10 A =· 10 W. Energy is lost during 1the oft state at the rate ot 120 V >< 0.001 A = 0.12 W. 1 1
• It is typical that on—state loss is much higher than off- 1
state loss. The oft state is often ignored in loss 1
computations. 1
1
1
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• Commutation loss depends on how the voltage and i
current evolve during switching. T
• A "best case" is represented by linear commutation, in iwhich the device waveforms are Tv V} IJ ioN Ian T
"" i""" fswercrl
·
J• The energy loss during switching can be integrated Tfrom the waveforms as i
V t . iEnergy = J v(t)i(t)dt = i
i
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1. 1
1• More realistic cases give energy loss of roughly 1
1éVoffIontswitch' 1
1• This commutation energy is lost every time a switch is 1
thrown. 1
1• For our previous 120 V, 10 A example, take a 1switching time of 10 us. The energy lost during each 1
switching is approximately 6 mJ. If the switch 1operates from a 60 Hz signal, it functions 120 times 1
per second (60 turn-ons, 60 turn—offs). The 1commutation loss is therefore 120><0.006 = 0.72 W. 1
1
• Many modern power converters switch at 10 kHz or 1
more, leading to substantial commutation loss. 1
1
164 1
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• The rectifier diode, of course, always carries forward 3current and always blocks reverse current. 3• The ideal diode is a "forward—carrying reverse—blocking 3switch." No control information is required. 3• Power p-n junction diodes are available in ratings up 3to more than 10 kV and more than 10 kA. Devices 3
with simultaneous ratings of 6 kV and 6 kA have been 3built on full silicon wafers. 3• Typical residual voltage drgp is 1 V and up. 3+ V_ 11DP S//‘1FLlF-/gl? K1?/ll,. 365 3
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1
1• Wide speed ranges exist. The major classes include 1— "Standard recovery" diodes, with switching times 1
measured in tens of microseconds. 1— "Fast recovery" diodes, with switching times on the 1
order of 1 ps. 1— "Ultra fast" diodes, with switching times as low as 130 ns. 1
• Schottky diodes are formed with a metal-semi- 1
conductor junction. They are much faster than p-n l
diodes, and exhibit voltage drops about half those of 1
silicon junction parts. Their blocking ratings are 1
relatively low (100 V at most), so they have limited 1
application. 1
1. 1
1
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l• The major speed limitations on p-n diodes result from l
capacitances formed by charge distributions in the l
parts. Also, when the diode is to be turned off, the l
charge carriers must recombine to stop conduction. l
l• The effects are largest during turn off. Typical turn-off l
waveforms look like l
TUÜAPUFFIrr
I \
i l• The time before voltage is blocked is called "reverse l
recovery time." l
l
l
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lPOWER TRANSISTORS l
l• lf sufficient signal is put into the base or gate terminal lof a transistor, it will conduct a large current in the l"forward" direction. lf no signal is provided, the device ,will block forward current flow. ,
• ldeally, a transistor is a "forward-carrying forward- lblocking" switch. The ideal part requires external linformation to determine whether it will carry or block. l
l• Transistor operation is not normally allowed in the lreverse direction. l
l
l
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l• Both bipolar and field-eitect transistors are used in
power electrönics. D2 Pt/M N_C0LL€CT0£ Ä;
l~ GAT6gage QV jf N
Ü/‘7/TTVEK GOUNECNQ N• Power bipolar transistors typically have low gains (,8 =
10 or less). In high-current applications, the control Nsignal to the base can be very substantial. Their
residual voltage drop can be as low as 0.3 V.
NHowever, there is a tradeofi between speed and
residual voltage, so that = 1 V is more common.
N• Most power bipolars are NPN devices.
N69 N
l
• Power field—effect transistors are almost always
enhancement—mode devices —- a positive voltage must
be applied to the gate terminal to turn the device on.
W• Typical gate voltages are about 10 V.
• Because of process properties, power FETs are always
constructed to have an internal parallel diode,D/Ulm Wwirr;
Sou£c€ _• The parallel diode defines the operation of the power
FET in the reverse direction, which can be useful.
Wi
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• Comparison of typical ratings: 1
1 Rating Bipolar FET 1Typical voltages 30 V - 1000 V 30 V - 1000 V 1 1
1
Typical currents 3 A - 100 A 1 A - 50 A 1 1Maximum 1000 V, 1000 A 500 V, 50 A 1
1 combinations 1Typical speeds 1 — 10 ps 0.1 - 0.5 ps 1 1
1• Because of their speed and easy control, FETs are 1beginning to dominate power electronics at levels up
to 1000 W or so. 1
1• Bipolars are still a common choice between 1 kW and 1
10 kW. 1
71 1
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l
l— • The operation of an FET is significantly different from ,that of a bipolar transistor (BJT).
«• A power FET, for instance, looks like a low resistance lwhen it is on. The on state is thus characterized by a 1resistor rather than by a fixed voltage drop. 1• Resistances below 0.5 Q are common, and values as llow as 0.01 Q are available commercially. l
l• The resistance property makes it relatively easy to 1connect multiple FETs in series or parallel. ,
l
l
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l
THYRISTORS l
• A general family of four—layer silicon electronic lcomponents. l
• Most familiar example: the silicon-controlled rectifier l
(SCR). Device arrangement: l
°
6-/lT€ l
lDrlUOD€
N•
Latching is afundamental property of thyristors. Once l
a turn—on signal is given, the device "latches" into its lon state. The off state is restored only when current Tis brought to zero.
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• Operation of the SCR can be understood by breaking l
it into two transistors: ,,,,,,, T
N w. l
• lf a pulse is imposed on thecgäte, the anode will carry Tcurrent. This current will excite the base of the lower l
transistor, and in turn hold the upper transistor on. l
• The on state is maintained, even with the gate signal l
removed, until the anode current drops below the T
holding current. At this point the SCR turns off. T74
)• In application, the SCR acts very much like a
diode(actuallytwo diodes in series) once it is on.
• Turn-on can be controlled at the gate, but turn—otl «
requires a change in the external current. l
• Even though the action is somewhat limited, the SCR l
has three importantadvantages:—
The Iatching behavior enhances reliability. Partial
loss ot gate signal will not cause high power loss. l— The ability to control only turn-on is suitable tor
thecontrolof rectifier circuits, as we shall see.
— The devices can be constructed with very high l
voltage and current ratings, and can handle many
times the power level of transistors.l
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l • SCR ratings for voltage and current approach those ofl diodes. Devices for high-voltage dc (HVDC) conver-
l sion have been built with simultaneous 6 kV and 6 kA
l ratings. Devices rated for up to 1000 V and up to
l 5000 A are readily available.
l
l
• The devices come in two general speed categories:
l — Rectifier grade devices are intended for applica-
l tions at ac mains frequencies. Depending on
l ratings, they require switching times between 10
l and 500 ps.
l — Inverter grade devices are intended for use in al broader range of circuits. Typical switching times
l range from about 2 to 20 ps.
l
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l
• Because of their latchintiwbehavior, SCBs are sensitive
to pulse noise. For exal ple, if a fast-rising voltage is
applied across an SCR ih its off state, enough currentcan be induced to turn it on.
• SCBs therefore have dv/dt and di/dt Iimitations which
can be important in many circuits.
• The pulsed nature of the control signal makes itpossible to use pulse transformers for the gate. ‘
Devices which can be fired optically are popular inHVDC systems.
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OTHER THYRISTORS
• The SCR is appropriate in rectifier circuits. In cases
where an ac wavetorm is to be converted, two SCRs
connected in "reverse parallel" can be used.
• This combination can be integrated in a single
structure, giving rise to the triac, which can be used as
a switch in ac circuits of moderate power level.
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• We can also see from the two-transistor model of the T
SCR that a large negative gate current could l
conceivably turn the device off. l
l• Thyristors designed to optimize this effect can indeed l
be turned off with a negative gate pulse. They are lcalled gate turn-off thyristors, orGTO .•
GTOs have properties welI—suited to high power dc to lac converters. ,
l• GTO ratings approach those of SCFls. However, the l
gate pulse magnitude is typically 20% or more of the lanode current. This is a limitation. i
l
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• Other important thyristors include 1
— asymmetrical types, which do not block reverse 1current flow. „
— diacs and four-layer diodes, which have no gate. 1
Thyristor Summary , 1
Property SCR GTO Triac 1
Voltage level 1OOV—7kV 1OOV-4kV 1OOV—1 kV 1Currentlevel 1OA—8kA 20A-2kA 5A-5OA 1
Speed 2-500 pS 2-50 uS 10-100 uS 1
dv/dt, di/dt adequate good sensitive 1
Applications rectifiers inverters ac control 1
l
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HYBRID DEVICES )• The main trend in new power semiconductordevic sisto combine features of several types. 1
1• Example: the insulated-gate bipolartransistor (IGBT). 1This device attempts to combine the low Iosses lpossible in bipolar transistors with the excellent gate )properties ofFETs.•
Typical lGBTs are constructed as single—chip 1combinations of FETs, bipolar transistors, and diodes. 1
1• The MOSFET-controlled thyristor (MCT) uses FET )technology to drive the gate input of a thyristor.
l
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I
• The static—inducticn transistcr (SIT) is an alternative Iform ot the MCT. II
I• Recent pcwer MOSFETs are being built with reverse I
Zener dicdes, sc that they inherently limit transients. )
• Ccntinual imprcvements in ratings, speeds, reliability, Iand cost are being made. „
I
I
I
I‘ I
I
I
I
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PASSIVEELEMENTS•
At high power levels, real capacitors, inductors, andeven resistors must be modelled in mored tail.•
This is often even more true of sources and loads.
• The modelling issues are similar to those inra io-fr quency
circuits, even though the frequencies aremuch lower.
• Materials developments have increased the interest
inunusualmagnetic devices. Magnetic amplifiers and
saturable inductors are enjoying a revival.
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REAL SOURCES AND LOADS l
• Any real source has a definite series impedance, if
1only because of the wires connected to it.
• A real source therefore usually has inductive
limpedance, which increases with frequency.
• A typical rule of thumb, which can be computed from
lMaxwell’s equations, is that a straight wire introducesinductance of about 10 nH per centimeter of length.
• Over short periods of time, currents will notchang muchbecause of L. Real sources, including voltage,sources, look like current sources over short intervals. l
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Pccccccccccccccfcnnnnnnn•
lf a voltage source is desired, a capacitor is normally lplaced across the terminals so the impedance to ac „
signals is reduced. i
l• This capacitor must be positioned as close to the l
actual source terminals as possible, to cancel the leffects of wire inductance. ,
• From the earlier discussion of KVL and KCL, current isources are also needed in most power converters. i
l• Natural current source action is enhanced by adding lseries inductance. · l• Passive Ioads offer no special problems, but many lIoads have internal EMF. i
l
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l• Lossless (L—C) filters are often added at both the inputs Tand outputs of a pOW€l' COnV€l“T€l’ to l’€fnOV€ unwanted lharmonics. l• Many such filters are simple resonant oombinations Twhich either trap out or pass specific frequencies. l
l„
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
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REAL CAPACITORS l• Real capacitors are constructed as two conducting
films, separated by an insulating layer. Z G A ZC:/
• The wires and plates give rise to seriesinductanceand
resistance. The insulator will not be perlect, and
will carry a small leakage current. A possible circuit lmodel of a real C is therefore:
QLE/ll<
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• This model has interesting properties. T— The current property i = C dv/dt is approximate.— Current flows when dc voltage is applied.— The combination of L and C creates a resonance. TAt very high frequencies, the device actuallybecomes an inductor. T— There is power loss.
• The model is often simplified at a specific nonzero
Tfrequency. This gives rise to the standard model,
ggg (SSL
C,
T
• The inductor is the equivalent series inductance (ESL),while the resistor is the equiva/ent series resistance(ESR).
T
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• Good capacitor data sheets typical indicate
ESRvaluesat individual frequencies, such as 120 Hz. They
also show the resonant frequencies.
• A given insulator has a loss tangent (tan 6) or dissipa— i
tion factor (df), which is the ratio of resistance toreactance in the material. )• The tan 6 is relatively constant over frequency for
many good insulators. lt often senres as a
oreeffectiveindication of real capacitor performance.
• ESFl can be estimated from loss tangent as ESR ==tan 6/(2rrfC). i
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CAPACITOR TYPES
Ä• Capacitors come in two major different types, with 1hundreds of flavors of each type.
• In simple dielectric capacitors, the actual constructionis two plates with an insulating spacer. Performanceis determined by the dielectric. Some examples:— Ceramic capacitors. These are composed ofspecial ceramics with high dielectric constants.They tend to be temperature sensitive, but can givecapacitance values up to 10 pF.— Various plastic capacitors. Almost every polymerhas been tried. Some common examples includepolystyrene, polypropylene, and polyester.
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l— Glasses and minerals. Mica is the most familiarexample. l— Paper and oil—impregnated paper. T— Air.
l• In electrolytic capacitors, a chunk of metal is etched to
make it porous. The metal is then processes l
electrochemically to form a thin oxide layer. The metal Tserves as one electrode, while a liquid or solid
electrolyte provides contact on the other side of the Toxide.
T• Electrolytic capacitors have high values because of the Tlarge internal surface area and the thin insulating layer.
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(4) Structure of Solid Tantalum Capacitors and Failure Mechanism of Shorts
Solid tantalum capacitor elements are constructed from sintered tantalum pellets as the anode, tan· Italum pentoxide (Ta;O;) film as the dielectric and manganese dioxide (MnO;) as the cathode. (see
Fig. 37 & 38)
Fig. 37 Tantalum Element Construction Fig. 38 Principle of Function
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A number of papers have already been published on the investigation of failure mechanisms. Following
I
are the mechanisms of shorted circuits with reference the these papers.
· The breakdown phenomenon of a solid tantalum capacitor is characterized by a
sudden increase of I
the leakage current without any premonitory noise or increase in leakage current prior to
breakdown.
· The duration of the breakdown varies from a few milliseconds to hundreds of
milliseconds depending I
. on the energy dissipated in the scintillation.
— Breakdown in solid tantalum capacitors does not always lead to a permanent short circuit. Some I
bI°€&l<d0WnS are followed by healing but result in slightly increased lcakagé Cl1I°I‘€T1t• Q
_1_ CL
• The electrochemical process is reversible, so thesedevices are polarized. lf the wrong polarity is applied,the oxide layer becomes thinner, and the device oftenfails as a short circuit.
• Common electrolytic types include:— Aluminum with liquid electrolyte.T — Aluminum with solid electrolyte.— Tantalum with either liquid or solid electrolyte.
• The electrolyte and the thin layer giveel troly iccapacitors
much higher ESR than simple dielectrics.
• Values from 1 pF to more than 50,000 pF are readilyavailable.
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SOME EXAMPLES AND ISSUES .
• Capacitors for power circuits tend to haver the limitedfrequency range. For example, consider anelectrolytic part with nominal C = 1000 pF. A typical
1device will be perhaps 4 cm long, which implies seriesinductance of about 40 nH even if there are no wireleads. 1The resonant frequency of this arrangement will beonly
Z ams Z Z 1.58><105 Eil, or(_ secLC (10**) 4><10’92
5- 2 l< H 2
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• It will be extremely difficult to obtain a value muchhigher for a 1000 pF device, simply because ofgeometry.
W
• On the other hand, a 0.1 pF device with 40 nH ESL willbe resonant at well over 2 MHz. This number couldbe made higher by keeping the device small.
• Parallel combinations of simple dielectric capacitorsare often used in power electronics because thiscanmai t inthe resonant properties of the individualpans.
• In dc power supplies, the ESP value is often a majorfactor in ripple. lt can dominate part selection.
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iREALINDUCTORS ,
• Real inductors are formed ol wire coils wrapped Taround magnetic materials. The wires give rise to
series resistance, and the coil structure produces lcapacitance. A «
ra, L— l• In addition, magnetic materials are not terribly linear. lSaturation and nonlinearity must be considered indesign. l• Based on the circuit modeI, real inductors become lcapacitors at sufliciently high frequencies.
«
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l• Losses in inductors are usually important to consider. lThese include winding Iosses (l2Fl Iosses) in the wire, land core Iosses caused by nonlinear magnetic eitects. ,• Unlike capacitors, the selection ot inductors on the imarket is rather limited. Instead, there is a vast lselection ot core materials. ll• Magnetics design is often considered to be an limportant subtopic in power electronics, since most ,power inductors are designed and wound by the end ,USGT.l
lll
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uuuuooooZdddeeeee9eeeee eeeeeeeeeHsssrrrrrTT l• Two major types of core materialsexi t:—Metal cores are formed of magnetic steels or other lalloys. These are often used at mains frequencies jbecause of their good magnetic behavior but lrelatively high loss per cycle. l— Ferrite cores are formed of magnetic ceramic jmaterials. These work best in high-frequency jcircuits (up to a few MHZ) because of low losses, lbut they saturate much more easily than metals. l• Most inductors require an air gap to improve Iinearity land energy storage capability. j
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• Appropriate wire choices are based on thermalissu s.•
The resistance properties of copper, for instance,ar such
that current densities above about 107 A/m2 1require special cooling. 1
• In a power inductor, designers normally limit thewi ecur ent
density to between 50 and 500 A/cm2, 1depending on coil tightness and related details. 1
es 1
RESISTORS
• Lead inductance and construction are important issues
in power resistors.
• Many power resistors are constructed as wire coils.
Such parts obviously have significant series
inductance.
• Inductance can be minimized by using counter-
rotating windings. The objective is to oancel as much
of the local ymagnetic field as possible. This style of
power resistor is often called a "non—inductive" type.
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POWER ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS ANDAPPLICATIONS
• We have examined some basic aspects ofthe"hardware"problem. Now consider the "soltware"problem.
• In a typical application, the switch matrix will notbel rge.A converter with three—phase ac input and dcoutput will have no more than 8switches:O
N l
gl ,,,0
NDL LOHD
lCONTROL OF A SWITCH MATRIX j
• To control a switch matrix, two major issues must be itaken into account: j— The operation must respect KVL and KCL, and not i
attempt to create shorted voltage sources or open jcurrent sources. ,— The operation must provide power flow at i
frequencies such that Pave ¢ O. j
l• Since all power converter control must be performed l
by throwing switches, switching functions can be used j
to represent converter action. i
l
l
l
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ll• In effect, switching functions multiply the input sources (to control energy flow. T
l• A "generic switchin function" would be: —·l DT IT TT
'
T 0 T
T
• This function has the Founer senes T
l
q(t) = D + EZ cos(nt„>(t —tO)) T
nn=1 n T
l
where tu is the radian frequency 2rrfl' and D is the Tfraction of time during which the function is high (the (duty ratio or duty cycle). T
l
l
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eeeeeeeeeeeeeeP PPPFFFFFFFsssF r rrrrrrrtr t ttttf (• The generic switching function is determined com- ipletely by three parameters: (— Frequency w. (— Duty ratio D. l— Phase offset oto. (
• Any switch matrix will require some control either to (perform a desired function or to improve system (regulation.•
The available control methodsinc ud :—
Duty ratio variation, or pulse-widthmodul ti n(PWM).
(— Phase variation, or phase modu/ation (PM). l— Frequency modulation. (
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• Frequency modulation is not very useful in practice 1because of the need to generate specific frequencies 1for average power flow. 1• In general, the switching functions in a converter must lexhibit frequency components equal to either the sum lor the difference of the desired input and outputvalues to guarantee PM ¢ 0. 1
• This leaves PWM and PM as the only viable choices.
104 l
3
BASIC DC-DC CONVERTERS 3• A generic matrix to control power flow between two dc lports would look like ol 3,; E 3
lInfll
Loeb
3• From K\/L and KCL considerations, one of the two 3ports would be expected to exhibit constant voltage,while the other would exhibit constant current. l
l105 3
\l• Consider the case where the input is a constant lvoltage source. When switches #1 and #4 are on, the 1output voltage is V,„. When #2 and #3 are on, the 1output is -V,„. Other allowed combinations will give
Vout=
• Let’s simplity this a bit. Turn #4 on all the time, and 1eliminate #3. The circuit becomes:
Jj ÄKUUT. vom/1* 1_”
1• The device types (transistor and diode) were chosen lsimply by looking at the circuit to see voltage and 1current polarities during on and olt states.
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• The diode voltage in this circuit is VT, witht trans toron, and O with it off. The transistor’sswitching function can be used to write this behavioras
V„(1) = <1T(F)‘4„ 1
Since this is a dc converter, we are interested in theaverage output(vd(t))
= 1ßqT(t)V. dt = DTV.TO II7InwhereDT is the transistor’s duty ratio, and O s DT s 1.
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• To be more realistic, form the output current source byplacing a large inductor in series with the (resistive)load. This arrangement is called a stepdown or buckconverter.
• Notice that the output voltage has the same averagevalue as the diode voltage -- an inductor cannotsustain dc voltage for indeiinite time.
• Also notice that there is no power lost in the convertercircuit. The terminal behavior of the device is that ota dc transformer.
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• The buck converter is the basis for a wide range of
1power supply circuits. The telecommunicationsindustry, for example, uses them in vast numbers tocreate the various dc values needed in a system. l
• The buck has a voltage input and current output. Let lus reverse this situation: if' 3 3
vzI 3,, “‘l\/001-•
0nce again, we will simplify by keeping #4 on andeliminating #2. The input current source can becreated from a voltage source with a series inductor. T
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• The result is called a boost converter. Let’s see why. V• l l
+ V
V• The transistor voltage in this circuit will equal Vw Vwhen the diode is on, and will be O with the transistoron. We can write this as V
: qD Vguf
Var lrVÖVY V
VT l‘bloße- bloße ov VOFF
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• The average value of this square waveform must be
•
•(vT(t))= Kn = DDVnnn, whroh gives the result Vnnn = E-
D
• Again, O s. DD s 1, so now the output is higher thanthe input. This again is a do transtormer, but now hasstepup oapability.
• lf both stepup and stepdown capabilities are needed,the buck and boost oirouits can be oasoaded to formbuok—boost or boost—buok arrangements.
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• Cascaded arrangements often have redundancy inswitch hardware, so that some switches can beeliminated. T• The buck-boost circuit, for instance, becomes
T J>4 +
T
• This circuit gives
TWn DD
T
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• Notice the minus sign. This circuit has the interesting lproperty ot reversing polarity. l
l• Often, input—output isolation is desired in a dc-dc l
converter. In the buck-boost circuit, this is easily laccomplished simply by using two windings on the T ,inductor rather than one. l
l• This circuit is called a f/yback converter, in part based lon its long history in CRT applications. ,
: 1 lN, N>•
lVi T LH MD ”L^ —”-—° ll
l
l
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11DC POWER SUPPLIES
1• More and more dc power supplies are being built as 1switching power converters. 1
1• The flyback converter is an important practical circuit, 1and is often used for supplies below about 100 W. 1
1• Off-/ine power supplies using switching converters 1directly from the ac mains. There is no low frequency 1transformer. A flyback circuit of this type looks like 14_ 1
11
O VZ
1
1
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1
• The other major dc switching supply arrangementinserts a transformer into the buck converter. Thereare many minor variations on this forward converter.A push—pul/ forward converter is shownher .//
} \\
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• The switching frequency in dc-dc converters is not WL critical. This frequency does not affect the intended
average behavior.
• As a result, frequencies can be chosen high to
minimize ripple and simplify the filtering.
• "Conventional" dc supplies switch at 50 kHz or more.A few vendors now have parts which switch at morethan 1 MHz.
• Dc supply efficiencies have been increasing. Typical Wefficiencies for 12 V supplies rated at 100 W approach
90%. Lower voltages bring lower efficiencies.
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Dc power supplies obviously have wide application.
WSome examples by category:•
Telecommunications— Dc supplies and dc transformers for the variousvoltages in a telephone network.— Power management in portable equipment. ·— Backup power.— Energy sources at remote sites.• Computers
W— Logic-level supplies.— Low levels for VLSI memory modules.— Analog levels for communication ports andinformation processing.
W·
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—— Sources for small motor drives.— Low—cost off-line supplies. l— Backup power.
• Aerospace and military — l— High—reliabiIity dc sources for sensors, electronics,
field equipment, and so on.— Dc systems for aircraft and spacecraft. l
• Automotive—
Electronic supplies for control systems and
accessones.—- Boost conversion for equipment beyond 12 V. l— Electric propulsion.
• Ahost of other applications. l
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AC-DC CONVERTERS AND THEIRCO ROL•
Rectifiers remain the most important powerel ctroniccircuits. 1
• To transfer average power, a rectifier must presentth c
source with its own frequency, and the dc source 1with a constant signal. The easiest way to do this is to 1
switch at the ac source frequency. 1
• Consider an arbitrary set of ac voltages connectedt
load through diodes: 1
> Ä
·
”“ l
> + 1 10 9 > Ä l9 Ä Ä U. 119 1
• To analyze this circuit, we can take a guess atth on/off
status of the diodes. This is called the trial T
method, or the method of assumed states. T l
• The trial method is based on the following: l—— A diode can carry only fonlvardcurre t.—
A diode can block only reverse voltage. T— The operation of a given circuit must be consistent Twith basic circuit theory. T
• ln the previous circuit, assume that just one ot the T
diodes is on (it two or more were on, voltage sources l
of different values would be shoned together). l— Any diode connected to a lower voltage will
bereverse—biased,which is consistent with off. T
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• Any diode connected Vo a higher voltage will be y
forward—biased, which i not consistent with the off-
state assumption. l
• By this argument, the diode connected to the highest 1
voltage will be on, and all others will be off. l
• Consider a simple three-phase rectifier powered from l
ac voltages: ,,,; l
*1* 4/Zur .2
lry)p—/\/\/\/\/·———o N
(U; 1. ra 1
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A
• The output should look roughly like a dc current
source, based on KVL and KCL. This is accomplished Awith the series inductor shown in the circuit. T
• Since the diodes pick out the highest voltage, the A
output will look like T
M1 /12; AAA A A A
Qifä A’A’AA§f§AAAAA?A A
A
A
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A
• Each switch is on */3 of the time, and each operates
insynchronismwith the ac sources. 1
• The output waveform clearly has a dc component. l
• Power flow in this circuit can be controlled by l
adjusting the phase of the switching functions relative l
to the ac sources. 1
• For example, if the turn—on point of the switches could l
be delayed by 30°, the output will become
lÄ Ä Ä Ä 3„· 3..,-„„,„. „
Q2? 22 2 2 2 2 22 2 22 i
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• This type of action is called phase control, and is A
characterized by a phase delay angle, symbol or. A
• Phase control requires control over the switch turn-on A
point. An SCR will permit such control. A A
• Any given diode rectifier circuit can be changed into a Acontrolled circuit by replacing the diodes with SCRs. l
Some additional waveform examples: A
A . A A A i
Ää AA A
l•
The waveform average is easy to compute in a
balancecl system. Here, the case is that ot a three- l
phase waveform. However, the average can be ecomputed for the general caee of m phases.WW W lV,
l—1rl‘9:Olf(;n•§+°LT
”‘ ‘“
mV<vOU,(t))= lfvOU,(t)o't = in- VOcos(6)d0 = —-Qsin-E coscz lTO 1t___+¤ TI m
e
In the three—phase case, the output average value is l0.827 times the input peak.
e
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V
CONTROLLED BRIDGE RECTIFIERS V
V• The bridge arrangement below can also be controlled
by phase delay. The output voltage is one of the six VIine—to line voltages VAB, VAB, VBB, VBA, VBA, VBB. V
V
V• Even though the source has only three phases, the Veffect ot the output is as it six phases were present.
V• This arrangement is called a six-pulse rectifier, since
the output shows six periods for each input ac cycle. V
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• Six—pulse controlled rectifiers are common in industrial l
use. Their output is easy to filter to a pure dc level. l
l• Control is readily performed by delaying the SCR turn- l
on. Again, the delay angle is given the symbol or. l
l
• The angle oz = O° corresponds to the waveform l
obtained when dlodes are placed in the circuit. l” l• The angle or = 90° corresponds to zero average l
output. 1
1
• lf current flow can be maintained, cx between 90° and l
180° will produce negative average voltage at the 1output — power flow will reverse. l
l
l l127 l
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l
l
ll‘ l• Flectifiers of the above three-pulse or six-pulse types 1
can be therefore be used as invefters if the dc current lflow can be maintained. l• A welI—known example is the interface circuit for super- 1conducting magnetic energy storage (SMES): l’
l lQ ' R (S/*1/MLB L (Ö"')r 4 4 4 l l
> ' ß 1• ln this application, the inductor current is extremely 1high, and can be raised simply by keeping oz < 90°. l
l• Energy can be retrieved from the inductor by setting lor > 90°. This can be done in a single cycle.128
lMID—LEVEL RECTIFIER APPLICATIONS 1
• Low—power rectifier applications are relatively obvious: 3power conversion from single—phase mains for modestdcloads. ll• Medium power applications (perhaps 1 kW to 100 kW) 1include: 1— High-power dc supplies for mainframecomputers. l— Dc motor drive systems for a wide range of lindustrial applications. 1— Battery chargers for industrial systems. 1— Welders, plasma systems, and other industrialprocesses. ll
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l
• Consider a six-pulse unit for dc motoront ol.2; l
g l
I·"‘.5.5.
• The simple phase control operation provides almost
unlimited flexibility. Feedback speed control systems, l
fast current Iimiters, and load-following drives are a l
few examples. ll• Mid-level rectifier applications continue to grow, and l
there are many commercial vendors of SCR-based l
equipment. ,
l
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1
POWER SYSTEM INTERACTION WITH RECTIFIERS 1
• Consider a six—pulse controllecl rectifier with an W
extremely large output inductor. Z 1*1
° ' A
M ’
1• For or = 0°, the phase a source current will look like 1
1 1 1 ll A IÜIWA II 1
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• Previously, we computed the power factor which T
occurs when a square wave of current is imposed on 1
a sinusoidal voltage. The result was pf = 0.90. The Tcurrent waveform above is less distorted than a square 1
wave, and is associated with pf = 0.955. T
T• Therefore, without any fi/tering, a perfect six-pulse 1
rectifier will display pf = 0.955 to its ac inputs. All the T
reactive power is in the distortion contribution. 1
T
• lf cr ¢ 0°, the current is still a square wave, but now a T
shifted one. The rms value does not change if the dc T
current remains at the same value. The phase delay T
or becomes a displacement angle, and will give rise to 1
displacement reactive power proportional to sin cr. T
T
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l
• The distortion power is a dilticulty tor a power system, l
since it appears at frequencies higher than the mains l
value, and will cause distributed eltects on the system. y
• lt is desirable to have tiltering at the input to eliminate l
as much of the non-fundamental reactive power as l
possible. l. . . l• The simple phase-controlled rectltier does not allow
independent control ot P and Q. The primary l
emphasis is on controlling the output average value. ll• Peactive power tends to increase when real power y
decreases. yl
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THE HVDC SYSTEM 3
• At the beginning, it was mentioned that the best form l
ot eleotrioity di11ers tor generation, transmission, l
distribution, and end use. lt is well-known that the 1
best form for transmission is do at high voltage 3
(HVDC). 3
• However, sinoe three—phase ao is best tor generation, l
we need reotifiers to send energy into the transmission l
line and inverters to pull it out the other end. 3 l
l• HVDC transmission olters several advantages: 3— Very long distanoes are feasible. This is important 3in the development of hydro power in remote
regions, for example. 3l
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—- High power levels are possible since there is not 1
reactive voltage drop. l— Control of power flow is extremely fast. In l
principle, power can go from full rated negative to 1
full rated positive in less than one cycle. l. — There is no need for synchronism, or even equal l
frequency, at the line ends. l
• The disadvantages include: 1· — The cost of rectifier/inverter sets. These are usually lbuilt up from hundreds of parallel and series- lconnected SCF1s. l— Interruption equipment for dc lines. l— Lack of flexibility in siting line taps. 1
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11• At long distances (or relatively short underground 1
distances) the advantages and costs favor HVDC. 11• HVDC has been used for long lines on most 1
continents. It is also used for short lines ("zero-Iength" 1
connections) between unsynchronized power grids. 11
1 • The basic system looks like 1 1
1
u' ,1 gb
I
1
Uhr
gn —-L
1—» II l
V V V 1111 1136 )
11
• In this system, the average voltage at the source end Vis determined by cos oz,. The average at the load end lis controlled by dz. Typically, or, would be slightly lhigher than dz to enforce positive power flow from Vsources 1 to sources 2. V• Power flow is therefore controlled by the difference 1cos oz, — cos org. This difference will normally be small. V
• Since there are two angles, reactive power can also be 1controlled. The angle or, might be used for this Vpurpose, for instance. Recall that reactive power is Vproportional to sin or,. l
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• Control of this HVDC link therefore proceeds along the 1
following lines: 1— Determine the desired real power flow, and find the «
corresponding link current. l— Determine the desired reactive power flow, and l
select C11 to produce that flow for the selected 1current. 1— Adjust 612 slightly below 61, to create the desired «
current flow. 1
• Distortion reactive power in an HVDC is a very l
important issue. For example, imagine an HVDC l
system operating at 500 kV and carrying 500 MW. lf l
this system has only 0.1% ripple on the voltage, there 1
could easily be 500 kVAFl available to radiate 1
interlerence. Quite atransmitterl 2 1
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l• An example is the Pacific lntertie from the Portland l
area to the Los Angeles area. There aret lephonetrunk
lines running nearby for a large portion of its 1
length. Extreme effort was put into the filter design to l
avoid interlering with telephone communications or (
creating eddy currents in adjacent gas lines. 1
l• One approach to filtering in an HVDC system is to l
increase the pulse number (the effective number of (
phases). This is done by using A and Y transformer 1
connections judiciously to build 12 phase, 24 phase, 1
48 phase, or even higher phase supply systems. This l
polyphase supply can be rectified with a large SCR (
bridge. High pulse numbers reduce ripple and 1
increase the frequencies which must be filtered out. 1
l
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DC-AC CONVERTERS T
l
We’ve seen one example of an inverter — a phase T
controlled rectifier in which the output voltage is set below lzero while the output current ls maintained. This helps 1make the point that the distinctions between rectifiers and Tinverters are rather artificial. The term Inverter usually 1
refers to a converter explicitly designed to control power Tflow from a dc source to an ac load. „
l• ln the case of the previous SCR circuits, a natural Tapproach to inverters would be to accommodate a dc 1
current directed toward the ac sources. This requires Tonly that the switches be turned around. A three-pulse 1exampleappears below. T
l
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• This circuit can again be controlled by adjustment of 1
or. Now, 90° < or < 180° can be maintained l
indefinitely, with power flow back into the ac system. l
A l• The arrangement is called a current—sourced Inverter l
by virtue of the dc current configuration. One of its lmost prominent applications is in conversion of 1
alternate energy sources such as photovoltaic or fuel lcells. ,
l
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SIMPLE INVERTERS l
l• The current—sourced inverter is the primary choice lwhen dc energy is to be returned to a fixed ac source jsuch as the mains. 1
l• A more generic inverter system seeks to provide j
power to an ac load given a dc source. ln this case, 1the ac load might be a motor, a Iighting system, or just labout any conventional ac equipment. 1
l• Phase control is not as useful in such an application. 1What can the phase be adjusted relative to? j
l• Let us return to the switch matrix for some hints. l
l
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l• Consider a unit intended to extract energy from a fixed ldc potential and operate an ac load. ,
lvg ...1 ¤ ll
_
»ac LOAD l• The simplest way to do this is to generate a square l
wave at the desired ac frequency and impose it l
directly on the ac load. Many low-cost units do lexactly this. l
• From previous work, this square wave will have a lfundamental with amplitude 4V,„/rr. ,
l
l
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• For many loads, this square wave excitation is not lacceptable. The extra reactive power will lead to IZR ,
losses beyond the design levels. ,
• Here is an inverter with a resonant filter to help 1
remedy the problem. 1
" „,, l, „„R- c L l
• lf the resonance is sharp enough, current will flow only lat the fundamental frequency. 1
1• This method can only be used if the reactive elements 1
in the load are known ahead of time. 1
1
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• If the square wave is used, no control is possible. 1There are no conceivable adjustments which can be 1made to the switching functions. 11• lt is possible to adjust switching function phases 1
relative to each other. Consider the plausible output lwaveform 13_gV.„
0..S2
RThiswaveform can be created by shifting the phase of 1switch #4 relative to switch #1 by an angle 6. 111
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I l• A system operated in this way is said to use phase 1displacement control. The fundamental becomes a 1function of 6, )‘“Ö„
- rr 1Vom = ——- s1n(—-6)·rt 2 ,
l• The unit itself is a voltage-sourced Inverter by virtue of 1the dc voltage source. 1
l• Current-sourced lnverters operated along the same , llines also exist, and are coming into prominence foracmot rcontrol applications. A CSI in this context is ,6 E, “
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PULSE-WIDTH MODULATED INVERTERS T l
• The simple current-sourced and voltage-sourced T
inverter outputs are not close to sinusoids. Their 1
harmonics are at multiples of the desired ac l
frequency, and are often difficult to filter out. j
• It is desirable to find a more flexible control technique T
for inverters. Given that adjustment of the phase and 1
pulse width are the reasonable alternatives, let us l
explore pulse width modulation, PWM. T
• As a simple start, take the buck dc-dc converter. The T
average output is just DVM. l
l
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• Now, adjust D gradually with time to alter the output. i1 If D is varied sinusoidally, for example, the output 1
should also change sinusoidally. l
l
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l
• The restriction in this process is to make sure s D ls 1 in all cases. For instance, we could set D = ‘/2 +‘/2kcos(ot), where k is an arbitrary gain between -1 and 1+1.
• Now, apply this method to a "half-bridge" inverter: 1I--! + 40.. -
IIJil" 1 912 —— 114. .." I , _ -——{••
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l
l• The switching frequency is no longer tied to the output
frequency. In fact, we would want fswüch >> fw, to 1ensure proper modulation results. If this is true, the
harmonics will appear near multiples of fswitch rather
than multiples of 10,,,. The problem of filtering out the lunwanted signals becomes much simpler.
• PWM inverters are extremely flexible. They allow i
direct control over the output function through
manipulation of a low-power reference signal. Voltage lamplitude and output frequency can be adjusted
quickly and conveniently.
1• Because of their capabilities, PWM inverters are
common in high-performance ac motor controllers. l
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l• Recall that switch ccmmutation cause loss. PWM 1inverters switch tar more otten (perhaps hundreds ol
times more often) than the devices in current-sourced l
or voltage—sourced inverters. At present, this limits 1applications of PWM inverters to about 20 kW.
1• PWM inverters are also used as switching amplifiers. 1The half-bridge PWM inverter in an amplifier context is
referred to as a class—D unit. Class-D amplitiers are 1common in low-quality battery-powered audio, such as
that in portable telephones. They are also used in l
many automotive audio systems. 1
• lt is possible to build amplifiers ot excellent quality be l
expanding on class-D methods. 1
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UNINTERRUPTIBLE CONFIGURATIONS 1
Motor drives are a common application of inverters. l
Another common application is backup power. In a 1backup power unit, reliability is critical. A backup unit has
no use if it creates a less reliable supply than that l
provided by the incoming utility network. Most backup ,power devices fall into one of two categories. 6
l• Standby systems operate only when needed. When
the primary ac source is functioning properly, the l
inverter monitors its status and keeps backup batteries 1charged and ready.
«
l
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VT @ V• lf the ac voltage drops below a predetermined level, Vthe inverter begins to operate, and a switch system
transfers the load from the primary supply to the V
backup.
V• These systems are highly reliable and simply, but Vrequire time to act between loss of primary power and
connection to the backup supply. V
V
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On-line uninterruptible systems (UPS) process
theinco ingac power a continuous basis. The ac lineis rectified to form an internal dc bus, and then
inverted to power the load. l
• Such a system has almost unlimited speed, and
willtakover without effort if the incoming source fallsbelow a certain threshold.
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l
• While on-line UPS units represent the ultimate in 1
tightly controlled backup power with no time delay in T
operation, they use the power semiconductors and l
other parts continuously. This can bring reliability Tproblems. T
l• In practice, a standby UPS would be used whenever T
good reliable backup is needed, but where power can 1
be lost for a few cycles or so without causing trouble. T
l• On—line UPS units are most often used as part of an 1
isolated system. They would be used in cases where T
even short interruptions cannot be tolerated. Their 1
design must focus intensely on system reliability. T
l
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IAC REGULATORS AND OTHER IAC-AC CONVERTERS I
I• There are many situations in which power control is I
desired for an ac load. Some typical examples include I— Small ac motors I— Heating elements I—— Appliances I— Industrial processes I— Lighting I I
• Florescent lighting alone represents huge business I
potential for more efficient, more flexible supplies. I
• In many cases, simple control is adequate. Consider Ithe ac regulator circuit shown below: I
— I
I
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• The switch can be controlled by phase delay as in the Wrectitier case. lf the switch is forced to turn otl at a
current zero crossing (a property ot the SCR or the
triac), the plausible wavetorms with a resistive load are
' ¤L=‘/0° WWM .
W
• Adding phase delay will alter the rms voltage seen by Nthe load. This is clear from the graphs, and can becomputed. A plot of the rms voltage as a function of N(I äppööfS below.
1 NL
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N
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A circuit such as this one is used for household lampdimmers and speed controls for hand-held tools. N
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l• The triac is appropriate tor this converter application. lThe device is entirely acceptable tor single phase lapplications below about 2 kW. T• Another use of the ac regulator circuit is for soft 1starting of motors up to about 2 HP. A single-phase lor three—phase triac arrangement can be controlled so las to limit inrush current. T
l
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lOTHER AC-AC CONVERTERS l
l• Ac regulators can adjust power flow in an ac circuit, 1but cannot change frequencies. l
lÖ A ITIOTG QGTIBTEII BC-HC CORVGITST would COTIRGCT 3 given l
ac source to a load with some different requirements. li l• This is a generalization of all the previous converters. lA true ac—ac converter should be able to function as a 1dc-dc converter, a rectifier, or an inverter. l• In earlier notes, there were examples of dc link ac—ac 1
converters. This system rectifies the incoming mains, lthen inverts it to supply the load. 1
l
l
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Pgcrlerörc /wväßre/C l
l• This arrangement describes industrial PWM ac motor lcontrollers and most low-power inverter units. I• Direct ac-ac conversion is also possible. Following 1along as we did for PWM, consider a rectifier loperating with delay angle cz. The output voltage is lproportional to cos oz. If cos cr is adjusted over time, l
the output signal will also vary with time. l
l
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l• This is the principle of phase modulation as applied to l
power electronics. 1
• The best known system which applies this technique i
is the cycloconverter. A cycloconverter can supply l
energy from an ac source to a load requiring lower l
frequency. It is often built with a 6-pulse rectifier and l
a 6—puIse inverter arrangement. 1
• The rectifier circuit functions whenever the load current i
is positive. The inverter circuit functions when it is · l
negative. l
l
• The device with three—phase input and one—phase l
output is shown below, with a typical waveform.
l
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1• Cycloconverters tend to create harmonics in the Tsource current at frequencies below the supply 1hequency. l
l• These subharmonics are undesirable because they Tcan cause transformer saturation. T• The most important advantage ofthe cycloconverter is Tthat it can be built with SCRs, and therefore can 1support relatively high power levels. 1
l• Cycloconverters are often used to control the current lflow in rotor windings of wound—rotor induction motor Tdrives. The frequencies can be very low, and the Tcurrents tend to be high in this application. T
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AC-AC MATRIX CONVERTERS l
l• Ac-ac converters based directly on a switch matrix are Isometimes called matrix converters. 1
l
l
lSoußce.@.
I
• Consider first the idea that the switching functions I
should have Fourier components at either the sum or 1
difference of the input and output values, I
fswitch Z nn i fout Il‘ l
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Example: permit energy flow from a 60 Hz source to Äa 40 Hz load by switching at 100 Hz. The output lvoltage waveform will be Ä/Ugt/T N *4; Ä._‘ _ y ll
°’— Ü"- ’ °_ °‘°“_=: comßomaur 1
Ä zi Ä.=’ E 1
” ‘ ' lwhich has a substantial Fourier component at 40 Hz. 1
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• Matrix converters can also be operated with phase l
modulation. They can therefore act like cyclocon- I
verters or any other type. y
• PWM has also been used for control of matrix 1converters. «• Matrix converters require full bidirectional switches. yThe triac is not adequate, because its turn-off cannotbe controlled. l
• Individual semiconductors with bidirectional capability l
are not available. The function must be built up from 1subunüs. «
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VELECTRIC DRIVES V
• Motor drives represent a key application area in power V
electronics. They are one of the most important Vapplications in the medium power range from 1 kW to100 kW. V
V• Issues in drives include V— The behavior of motors as Ioads.— Regeneration. V— Transient and dynamic performance. V—- Control issues associated with a given application.— Choosing components to meet a specific need. V
V
V
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MACHINE ALTERNATIVES
• Dc drives offer great flexibility, and are still widely
used. Dc machines are relatively simple to operate
and analyze. Their main disadvantage is the extra
maintenance needed to maintain the commutator and
brushes. Dc machines also tend to be expensive.
• Synchronous machines are extremely efficient, but
produce torque only at one specific speed. A power
converter can be used to ensure that this speed
matches the actual rotational speed, but feedback
contro| is required to make this work.
• Synchronous machines for electric drives usually use
permanent magnets for the rotor field, to avoid
brushes.
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• Some modern drive systems use synchronous W
machines in conjunction with inverters. Since the
system input is a dc supply, these have been called
"brushless dc motors." ln fact, the machines operate
from ac potential.
• Induction machines are growing in importance in drive
applications. They are rugged and inexpensive.
Electronic control techniques for them do not have to
Wbe precise to give useful results.
• Stepper motors and reluctance motors are also used
in low—power drives. These machines operate as
synchronous machines in drive applications.
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DC MACHINE REVIEW 1
• Electric machines are based on Faraday’s Law: a l
conductor exposed to a time-varying magnetic field l
will exhibit voltage. 1
• ln dc machines, the magnetic field is normally fixed, f
and the conductors are allowed to move to generate l
the field variation. l
, l• As the conductors turn, a mechanlcal segmented
commutator picks out the wire with the highest l
voltage, and connects it to the external circuit. The l
commutator thus acts like a rectifier. 1
l
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• The magnetic field can be generated either with V
permanent magnets or with current flow in a field V
winding. V
• The other winding, called the armature, carries the V
actual electrical power. V
Vumzrm"'7 ‘ · _ ' V‘ ‘ + 0\ ““ VO? n \/ow 6-0-} ij-O V/ow V
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• The armature winding represents a dc source by virtueof Faraday’s Law and the commutator. Like any realsource, there is series resistance and inductance. Toan electrical grcuit, the armature looks like
' }<LJ•
The source represents the mechanical shaft energy.The mechanical power output is just Vgla. Power isalso given as P = To, where T is shaft torque and ru isrotational angular speed.
j• The torque therefore should equal kl}.
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• For use in a drive system, we need to control
thearmaturevoltage o current. Control of the armature
current translates directly into torque control.
Adjustment ofthe voltage will reflect on V if the
iresistance ls small. This has the effect
ofg
speed
control.
• The necessary power converter might be a rectifier (p.
130), or one of the dc—dc converter types. Dc—dc
iconverters in drive applications are called choppers.
• One of the simplest arrangements is the buck dc—dc
converter. This is sometimes called a Class—A
chopper. Since the armature voltage can beadjustedto
any value between 0 and Vin, this chopper permits
very easy speed control over a wide range.
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• In this system, the dc-dc converter acts as an 1
amplifier, taking a duty ratio signal and amplifying it 1
through multiplication by Vin. 1
1• Feedback control is easy to achieve simply by 1providing a more sophisticated duty ratio input. i
1• Torque control is obtained through feedback control of 1
the current. 1
1
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lOTHER CHOPPERS l
l• The biggest drawback of the Class-A chopper is that 1energy can only flow into the motor. There is no „
provision for regenerative braking. Active control is 1also limited to one direction of motor action. l
l• During regeneration, the armature current must be 1allowed to reverse. The armature would become a „
current source back into the chopper. Since the 1
internal voltage Vg < V,„, this describes a boost dc—dc lconvenen 1
• The Class—C chopper shown below combines attri- lbutes of buck and boost converters to permit 1
regenerative braking. i l
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• To make this circuit function properly, we need only to 1provide complementary switching functions to the
transistors (i.e. q2(t) = 1 - q,(t)). 1
• Regeneration is automatically achieved if a slowdown 1is requested: the current will reverse, and energy will 1
return to the source.
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• To permit this circuit to function in both directions of 1rotation, two Class-C chopper circuits are needed. 1This combination is a Class-E chopper. 111 1
mi
·
c 1“
• For forward operation, switch #4 is turned on and #3 1turned off. The others are operated alternately to form 1
a CIass—C chopper. Reverse operation closes #2 and 1opens #1. The others are then operated alternately. 1
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• The Class-E chopper dc drive system allows active 1control of a dc machine over its full rated speed range, Tin both directions. The circuit is used in high- Tperformance dc servos and machine tool drives. l
• Since dc-dc converters permit arbitrary choice of 1switching frequency, the frequency is ideally set above Tthe audible range to avoid unwanted acoustic noise. T
i
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l
RECTIFIER DC DRIVES 1• The rectifier bridge on p. 130 shares several properties lwith the Class-A chopper. l— The output average voltage can be adjusted from l
0 up to a value close to the input peak. l— Regeneration is not possible, since the switches 1only allow current flow into the motor. 1— The rectifier can be considered an amplifier, with linput cos or. 1• One important difference is the switching frequency. lA rectifier clearly must switch at the ac input lfrequency, which is normally low. In this case, the linductance might not be sufficient to maintain current lflow at all times.
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l
• This situation is called discontinuous mode,sinc therare some times at which there are no Tconnections between source and load. T• An interesting eltect occurs: when la becomes O, all lthe SCFls are olt, and the output voltage is the open- Tcircuit voltage of the armature — Vg. Thus the rectifier Tfor use in a dc drive is more complicated to analyze lthan a high-frequency dc chopper. l
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DC DRIVE EXAMPLES l
In order to do drive examples, we need to know some- l
thing about a few plausible drive system Ioads. The l
following is a very brief introduction. I
• Typical drive system loads include: l
— Friction, bearings, and other Iosses. l
— Pumps, fans, and other fluid Ioads. T— Conveyors, hoists, compressors, or traction Ioads. T— Industrial processes such as rolling mills and coil Twinders. T
• Friction is hard to model, but is approximated as a T
small constant torque directed to oppose motion. T
182
1• Lubricated bearings typically show a torque 1
proportional to speed. l
• Windage, air resistance, and other fluid resistance lIoads produce torque which varies approximately as ,the square of speed. 1
• Hoist Ioads represent a constant torque. Traction 1
Ioads act this way when work is being done against 1
gravity. 1
1• Cutting tools, conveyers, and robotics applications 1
often have torque which varies with position. 1• Coil winders experience constant power Ioads, so that l
torque varies inversely with speed. l
1
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lll• Real Ioads show inertia, so torque varies with lacceleration. l• Therefore, almost any practical load is governed by lthe expression ll
7,...., = ko + hw + l<2<·>2+l<3l + kßfwdt + ~/„„.„@— ”co dt 7lOf course, a realistic load will also change over time. l• Basic drive dynamics are governed by Newton’s lSecond Law for rotating systems l
dw 7
Telec — Tload:l
lr 784 ll
, where J is the net system moment of inertia and TM W
is the torque produced by the motor.
• An example of motor selection: A dc drive system is
to lift a 1000 kg mass at a speed of 2 m/s. A gear
system allows a 2500 PPIVI motor to be used for this
purpose. What motor power rating is needed? What
are the nominal motor torque and armature current
values, if the motor is a 480 V unit?
Power in a mechanical system is P = Fv, where F is
force and v is velocity. ln this application, 1000 kg
must be moved against gravity at 2 m/s. The force is
mg = 9.807 (1000) = 9807 N. The power is 19614 W.At 746 W/HP, the motor should be a 30 HP unit. 185 Ä
It the motor runs at rated speed when the mass in
moving at 2 m/s, its angular speed is 262 rad/s. The
power is To, so torque must be 19614/262 = 74.9 N •m.
A dc motor ot this size will probably lose no more than5% ot its input energy to the armature resistor.
Theretore, the input energy to the armature would beabout 19614/0.95 = 20.65 kW. But Pin = Vnln, andV480 V. Thus the nominal current in this application
is 20.65 kW/480 V = 43.0 A. 1
• ln this manner, an estimate ot the motor size neededin a given situation can be made quickly.
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DRIVE REQUIREMENTEXAMPLES•
l\/lodern drive systems often have relatively 1
complicated operating requirements. Take an electric ,
rapid transit system, for instance. Such a system ,
normally has specifications for «— Highest continuous speed and highest short-time ,
speed.
— Limits on acceleration, deceleration. l— Limits on jerk (d2c>/dt2). l—— Regenerative braking requirements. 1
This system might be intended to operate from point- l
to-point in a specific time. Below, a plot of specified 1
speed vs. time for a subway between two specific 1stations is shown.
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The jerk limits are not shown on the plot. Notioe that V V
the motor operates in two distinct modes: V— Aooeleration and deoeleration mode, limited mainly
by the motor power rating. V— Constant running mode, limited mainly by the V
motor’s speed oapability. V
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• In any of these application examples, it is fairly 3
straightforward to determine how a rectifier or l
chopper-based dc motor controller should function. l
• Some typical operating details: 3— The controller should enforce hard limits on motor
speed, current, power, acceleration, and l
deceleration. 1— During fast acceleration, for example, it is normal 3to encounter the current limit initially, and thenhitth
power limit as the machine accelerates. When l
running speed is reached, the controller would l
quickly settle down to nominal operation. 1
l
l
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SYNCHRONOUS MACHINES AND DRIVES 3• Synchronous machines, like dc machines, have a field 1section and an armature. The field portion is normallymounted on the rotor. This is a simple approach in lthe case of permanent magnets. When electromag- 1nets are to be used, slip rings are needed to make 3connections with the rotor circuit. l• A synchronous machine has no commutator. lt· interacts directly with the time-varying field, rather than 3adding a rectifier. l• The armature model is like that of the dc motor, 3except that the internal source is now ac. Three larmature windings are normally used.
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• Recall that to generate average power flow, the
currents and voltages must match in frequency. ln the
synchronous machine, it is the speed and the variation
of field which must match. Average power is
produced or consumed only when the armature
current variations match the internal source frequency.
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• The three armature windings form a three-phase W
signal, which corresponds to a rotating magnetic flux.
The matching requirement can be interpreted to
require that the rotor and the armature flux bemovingin
step.
• This matching requirement is inconvenient in a drive
system. Synchronous machines are inherently suited
for a singlespeed.•
Modern methods allow synchronous machines to be
used in many drive applications. The idea is to use
power electronics to control the armature signals so
that they remain in step with the rotor.
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• ln most cases, the rotor position is sensed optically or l
with an encoder or resolver. The armature excitation Tis then arranged to match the rotor position and 1
. speed. This system is often called electronic T
commutation, since the combination of position 1
sensors and power electronics replace the mechanical lcommutator of the dc machine. T
• At low power levels, with a little care, the armature can T
be controlled so that the rotor is able to follow along. 1
ln this system, the motor control is open loop, and no l
position sensor is used. Small stepper motors and Tswitched reluctance motors operate on this principle. 1
l
l
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• ln the long run, synchronous motors will be important l
in drive systems because of their extremely high Telficiency and good power-to-weight ratlos. The Trequirements on sensors and controls are critical, and 1
low—cost reliable systems which approach dc drive l
performance are not yet readily available. T
• Their are several techniques discussed in the literature l
which improve reliability and performance of Tsynchronous drives, so there ls reason for optimism. T
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INDUCTION MACHINES ANDDR V S•
lnduction machines do not have obvious distinctions T
between field and armature circuits. lnstead: T— A signal is applied to the stator windings, which T
then induce a magnetic field in the rotor. 1— The stator is powered from a polyphase source, so l
that it will exhibit a rotating magnetic flux. T—- The rotor L/Fl time constant ensures that the rotor T
flux lags behind the stator flux, and torque is Tproduced. T
• This arrangement will produce torque except when the l
rotor and the stator field are exactly in step (no rotor T
induction can take place in that situation). T
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• Electrical torque TGIEC is shown in the figure below for lan induction motor. l
l
/
Tele;Cun/esfor efficiency and power factor as a function of l
speed are quite similar to this one. l
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SPEED CONTROL OF INDUCTION MOTORS i
• Dc motor speeds can easily be controlled by altering 1
the armature voltage. l
• Synchronous machine speeds can be controlled by 1adjusting the speed of the rotating flux, provided the 1
rotor is kept in step. l
• Speed control of induction machines is less obvious. 1
The only options are to look at the voltages on the l
stator windings. Machines with wound rotors can be l
controlled more easily, but these have the slip ring 1limitations ot the other types. 1
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• Consider first voltage variation. The torque in an
acmachineis proportional to V2. The figure shows l
torque-speed relationships for a typical load at several 1voltages. lt is seen that little speed control range can 1beobtained.{
l.' l
l
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Ö• Frequency variation gives a wider speed range, as lapparent below. However, when the frequency is ,
reduced, lower winding impedances greatly increase 1
the current flow. The cun/es are not realistic — l
magnetic materials would saturate rather than drive ,
flux to this high level. 11
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l. l• Instead, perhaps we should concentrate on magnetic Wflux. Since voltage v = dk/dt, and voltage varies as l
sin(c>t), it would seem helpful to maintain a fixed value Wfor V/ro. This consfant V/f technique is widely used to l
vary induction motor speeds. Wl
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• The constant V/f method is easily implemented with an
inverter, especially a PWM inverter.
• The method is simple and direct, and achieves very y
reasonable dynamic performance.
• This is referred to as a scalar method for induction
motor control, since no complex quantities are needed
in the computation.
• A typical drive system based on this scalar method
appears below.
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VECTOR CONTROL METHODS FOR AC MACHINES
• A relatively new development in ac motor control is thevector or field-oriented control method.
• This method recognizes that the dc machine hasspecial advantages because of the physical indepen-dence of the field and armature systems. The methodattempts to emulate dc machine behavior throughappropriate feedback control.
• The method examines the machine in a referenceframe attached to the rotor magnetic flux. The threeinput voltages are adjusted for independent control ofthis flux and the stator rotating field.
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• In principle, field-orient: d methods permit induction l
machine performance t nearly duplicate that of dc
machines. This is clear y an important advantage. t
• From the supply system perspective, the various drive t
methods described above are no more (or less) ot a
problemthan any PWM inverter system. t
• ln spite of this, more trouble is on the way. t
Sophisticated ac motor drives will become increasingly
important with time. Their costs will go down, and l
performance will improve. Once a large proportion of
motors is under switching control, the system eftects t
of harmonics will be almost unavoidable. l
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POWER ELECTRONICS AND POWER QUALITY l• "Power quality" is a common topic of discussion today.
Many feel that power electronics is generally ldetrimental from a quality standpoint. We will trybriefly to sort out a few of these issues. 4• To end users, power quality refers to whether their
electrical supply meets theirn ed .•
To a large electrical contractor, power quality is most
often concerned with designs and specifications to
meet the increasing need for distortion power. l
• To a utility company, power quality is a way to
lmeasure customer satisfaction, and represents a
sound technicalbj ctive.N
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• Flectifiers, including rectifiers which operate at very
high power levels, have been part of the grid for l
decades. The flattened waveform in Everitt Lab, for lexample, results from many dozens of circuits with Qrectifier supplies.
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
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• For the future, these issues will not diminish. Efficient lenergy conversion is a key aspect of conservation andsupply planning.
I• The techniques and circuits in power electronics arerapidly being better understood and better utilized. l• The flexible control available in power converters will
Ihelp electronic circuits penetrate broader markets.
In many ways, power quality has always been an issue. lFor example,
• Power factor is an important limiting factor in energy ldistribution. Its correction and position in the tariflstructure have always been important.
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• The waveform quality issue, on the other hand,
requires responsible action on the part of end users.
• There is a need to fully understand the impact of
harmonics and distortion, and then set specifications
for manufacturers which define reasonable waveform
objectives. At present, many of the proposed
standards seem arbitrary. Underlying issues such as
transformer saturation and telephone interference need
to be reflected in specifications.
• At the same time, we need to explore ways tomak the
power grid more robust to harmonic signals.
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HOW MUCH QUALITY ISEN GH?•
There are really two issues in power quality:— The supplyreIiabilit .——
The waveform quality.
• Like any quality problem, it is important to takeown r-shipof the issues and work toward improvements.— System reliability can be taken as along-termstrategicthrust. Reliability issues can be enteredinto the planning cycle by enforcing a "failure cost"associated with problems.
— Research is needed in better techniquesandmaterialsto mitigate lightning effects and otherknown causes of short-term trouble.
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• It can be seen that most measures of waveform quality
refer to spectral quantities associated with waveforms.
• This is a bit over—simplified. Distortion has difteringeitects depending on whether it is in the current or in
the voltage.
• The end user usually introduces current distortion.
This interacts with power system components to createvoltage distortion.
• Fieliability measures are difficult. Some of the more
straightforward issues include:— Availability, the fraction of time when the system is
operating.
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QUALITYMEAS RES•
Waveform quality, unlike reliability, is easy to measure.
W
This is one reason why it has been a focus of concernin power quality. Important considerations include:— Reactive power, both displacement and distorlioncontributions.—
Harmonic distortion, measured as THD, forinstance.— Distortion at multiples of three times the ac Wfrequency. These cause neutral current to flow.— Distortion as it relates to interference withtelephone communications. The TelephoneInf/uence Factor (TIF) was developed as a measureof this aspect. RF distorlion is also an issue.
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— Failure frequency, the rate at which interruptions joccun j— Average failure duration. l• There is much less emphasis on short-term problems. jlnterruptions lasting only a few cycles are often not
included in failure frequency calculations. In fact, they l
are rarely monitored. These short-term problems are j
major design issues at the customer end. They
require longer holdup times and the ability to handle 1
surges and spikes. l
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